For a full schedule, including Center events, please see the Department Calendar.

Return to Research Guidelines

- Return to Research Policy
- COVID-19: Return to Campus Guidelines

New Arrivals

No new arrivals this week.

BIP

BIP will be held virtually on Fridays, **10 am to 11 am**. The Zoom link will always be sent out **the Wednesday before the respective seminar to the BIP listserv**! Interested in giving a BIP talk or signing up to be on the BIP listserv? Email the new BIP Meisters, Zoha Syed or Megan Kaster.

Upcoming Events and News

**Call for Abstracts: Webinar Series for Early Career Chemists**

JAWSChem is a virtual seminar series for chemists in the early stages of their career (i.e. undergraduates, graduate students, and postdocs, as well as people in industry and government/national labs). The goal of this seminar series is to fill the void of missed conferences and provide a platform for junior researchers to share their work with the worldwide chemistry community.

There is currently a call for abstracts from the chemistry community, and they welcome submissions from all over the world. Additional information about times and talk length can be found on our [abstract form](#) and [website](#). You can follow them on Twitter too (@JAWSChem).
Dow Green Chemistry Challenge Awards
This is the webpage for the new Green Chemistry Challenge Awards. In summary, the awards are designed to accelerate the adoption of Green Chemistry on the campuses of Dow’s academic partner institutions in the Chemistry and Engineering departments. Universities must be signed onto the GCC in order to be eligible and we are accepting proposals until June 30. The awards fall into two funding levels ($5,000 and $10,000). The universities that receive these awards will work to achieve a minimum of one of the following:

- Increase the awareness of Green Chemistry and the Green Chemistry Commitment program across the chemistry department and institution.
- Increase awareness of the institution's dedication to Green Chemistry education through conference attendance, webinars, publications, social media campaigns, etc.
- Transforming curriculum and lab procedures to achieve the GCC’s Green Chemistry Student Learning Objectives so all chemistry majors, upon graduation, have proficiency in the following essential green chemistry competencies: theory, toxicology, laboratory skills, application.

Job Openings & Recruiting

AbbVie Virtual Recruiting

AbbVie will be conducting a virtual recruiting event for medicinal and process chemists on Friday, August 13th. Anyone interested in current or upcoming positions is welcome to attend a morning information session (9-10:30am) via Zoom: https://northwestern.zoom.us/j/95675029273.

To be considered for an interview, please email your resume and research summary to sophie.tidd@northwestern.edu no later than July 30th at 9:00 a.m.

AbbVie will then review the submissions and select candidates with whom they would like to meet.
Position:
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

Assistant Professor of Organic Chemistry

Starting Date:
August, 2022

Minimum Qualifications:
1) An earned doctorate (Ph.D. or equivalent) in Organic Chemistry from an accredited institution of higher education (or equivalent) is required at the time of application.
2) Evidence of effective teaching.
3) Demonstrated ability and commitment to working effectively with faculty, staff, and students in a multicultural/multiethnic urban campus environment with a substantial population of first-generation students.
4) Demonstrated evidence of scholarship and productivity.

Preferred Qualifications:
1) Research experience in synthetic organic chemistry and spectroscopic analysis.
2) Post-doctoral research experience.

Duties:
The primary professional responsibilities of instructional faculty members are: teaching, research, scholarship and/or creative activity, and service to the University, profession and to the community. These responsibilities generally include: advising students, participation in campus and system-wide committees, maintaining office hours, working collaboratively and productively with colleagues, and participation in traditional academic functions.

The successful candidate will teach undergraduate and graduate level courses in their area of expertise, including courses in the division of Organic Chemistry; participate in curriculum development, which includes modification and improvement of existing courses and development of new courses at both the undergraduate and graduate levels; establish an externally funded research program that involves mentoring Cal State LA students at both the undergraduate and Master’s level; publish research in recognized scholarly journals; advise students on academic progress toward completion of degree and career options.

The successful candidate will be committed to the academic success of all of our students and to an environment that acknowledges, encourages, and celebrates diversity and differences. To this end, the successful candidate will work effectively, respectfully, and collaboratively in diverse, multicultural, and inclusive settings. In addition, the successful candidate will be ready to join faculty, staff, students, and administrators in our University’s shared commitment to the principles of engagement, service, and the public good.

Salary:
Initial salary is commensurate with qualifications and experience.

The University:
California State University, Los Angeles (Cal State LA) is one of 23 campuses within the California State University system. The University is the premier comprehensive public university in the heart of Los Angeles. Cal State LA is ranked number one in the U.S. for the upward mobility of its students, and is dedicated to engagement, service, and the public good. We offer nationally recognized programs in science, the arts, business, criminal justice, engineering,
nursing, education, ethnic studies, and the humanities. Our faculty have a strong commitment to scholarship, research, creative pursuits, community engagement, and service.

Our 240,000 alumni reflect the City and County’s dynamic mix of populations. The University has one of the most diverse student populations of any college or university in the nation. As a federally recognized Hispanic-Serving Institution, and Asian-American, Native American, and Pacific Islander-Serving Institution, Cal State LA recognizes the transformative power of education and embraces its duty to identify and serve the needs of all of its students. The University is committed to creating a community in which a diverse population can live, work and learn in an atmosphere of civility and respect for the rights and sensibilities of each individual.

**The Department:**
The Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry is dedicated to providing a high-quality education in the disciplines of chemistry and biochemistry in an environment that encourages hands-on research participation by students. The Department offers programs leading to a Bachelor of Science degrees (B.S.) in Chemistry and in Biochemistry and a Master of Science (M.S.) degree with thesis, biochemistry, and comprehensive examination options. A major strength of the department is the commitment of the full-time faculty to research involving undergraduate and graduate students. This research commitment is an integral part of our teaching. In a recent listing, the National Science Foundation ranked Cal State LA as the top baccalaureate institution of origin of Hispanic science PhD recipients among all predominantly undergraduate and graduate degree colleges and universities in the US. The Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry at Cal State LA is the top contributor to this distinction and is well-recognized for its strong research program. Many program graduates go on to earn PhDs.

**Required Documentation:**
Please submit the following to the Search Committee Chair at the email address below:
1) A cover letter specifically addressing minimum and preferred qualifications.
2) A narrative statement describing your commitment to working effectively with faculty, staff, and students in a multicultural/multiethnic urban campus environment with a substantial population of students who are among the first-generation of their family to attend a college or university.
3) A curriculum vitae.
4) A list of three professional references.
5) A University Application for Employment Form (www.calstatela.edu/academic/position).
6) A narrative that describes your proposed research, how you would engage undergraduate and graduate students in your research program, and the potential resources needed to conduct your research at Cal State LA.
7) A statement of teaching philosophy and classroom approach (2-page maximum).

**Finalists will be required to submit:**
Official transcripts.

Employment is contingent upon proof of eligibility to work in the United States.

**Application:**
Review of applications for full consideration will begin October 15, 2021.

Please email all application materials in a single PDF to: ochemsearch21@calstatela.edu. Please type “Organic Chemistry Search 21” in the subject line.

Please address all questions to the search committee chair Dr. Linda Tunstad at: ochemsearch21@calstatela.edu or 323-343-2300.

Note: The person holding this position is considered a "mandated reporter" under the California Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting Act and is required to comply with the requirements set forth in CSU Executive Order 1083 as a condition of employment.
A background check (including a criminal records check) must be completed satisfactorily before any candidate can be offered a position with the CSU. Failure to satisfactorily complete the background check may affect the application status of applicants or continued employment of current CSU employees who apply for the position.

In addition to meeting fully its obligations under federal and state law, Cal State LA is committed to creating a community in which a diverse population can live, work and learn in an atmosphere of tolerance, civility and respect for the rights and sensibilities of each individual. To that end, all qualified individuals will receive equal consideration without regard to economic status, race, ethnicity, color, religion, marital status, pregnancy, national origin or cultural background, political views, sex, sexual orientation, gender identification, age, disability, disabled veteran or Vietnam era veteran status.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/TITLE IX EMPLOYER

Upon request, reasonable accommodation will be provided to individuals with protected disabilities to (a) complete the employment process and (b) perform essential job functions when this does not cause undue hardship.
Santa Clara University, a highly ranked Catholic Jesuit institution with an ACS-approved undergraduate program located in the Silicon Valley, is seeking a tenure-track assistant professor commencing fall 2022. The successful candidate is expected to establish a vigorous and productive undergraduate research program in the broadly defined area of inorganic chemistry, pursue external funding for research objectives, and excel in teaching inorganic and general chemistry, and special topics courses in their area of expertise.

A Ph.D. and postdoctoral experience in inorganic chemistry or closely allied fields are required, along with a strong commitment to teaching and undergraduate research. College teaching experience of a diverse student body is desirable. For complete job description and instructions for submission of materials, visit: bit.ly/3zrzGUB

Completed applications must be received by October 8, 2021.

Santa Clara University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer. The University is committed to excellence through diversity and inclusion, and, in this spirit, particularly welcomes applications from women, persons of color, and members of historically underrepresented groups.
PPG PhD Recruiting at Northwestern

About PPG
We protect and beautify the world™
At PPG, we work every day to develop and deliver the paints, coatings and other high performance materials that our customers have trusted for more than 130 years. Headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, we operate and innovate in more than 70 countries. Through cutting-edge research, we serve customers in transportation, energy, infrastructure, consumer products and food/beverage markets. To learn more, visit www.ppg.com and follow @PPG on Twitter.

Why join us?
With PPG, you will find meaning in your work every day, and engage in exciting opportunities that will shape you, personally and professionally.
• Your personal strengths will empower you to succeed and make an impact from day one.
• You will be inspired to learn and grow, and to get the support you need to identify and achieve your boldest career aspirations.
• Your passion to excel will be fueled by your connection to world-class partners, industry experts, the best and brightest innovators, and future forward technologies.
• Your contributions will not only meet the challenges of our global customers, but help them propel their industries forward.
• You will be welcomed into a diverse culture where everyone’s ideas and contributions are valued and encouraged.

Just like you, we are driven to make a difference in our world.

PPG R&D Career Opportunities
Our R&D team at the Coatings Innovation Center in Allison Park, PA is made up of a diverse group of researchers passionate about creating new technology. Our recruiting team is looking for researchers with a variety of backgrounds (see below) in material sciences, chemistry, physics and engineering.
• Organic synthesis
• Polymer Science and Physics
• Analytical Sciences
• Inorganic Chemistry
• Electrochemistry
• Biochemistry
• Catalysis
• Computational/Data Science
• Material Science
• Electrical, Mechanical & Chemical Engineering
• Optical Physics
• Corrosion Science
• Fracture Mechanics
• Automation/Robotics

PPG 2021 Recruiting Timetable
August 25 PPG Info Session – LR3 @ 6 PM
Come hungry! Sandwiches provided
August 26 PPG On-Campus Interviews
Sep 13 – Oct 7 Onsite Interviews
Assistant Professor (Inorganic Chem) – Rice University

Rice University is searching for an Assistant Professor in the area of Inorganic Chemistry. Rice is interested in candidates with expertise in all areas of Inorganic Chemistry, including inorganic photochemistry and spectroscopy, novel inorganic materials, bioinorganic chemistry, catalysis, etc. The application link and instructions can be found by following this link: https://chemistry.rice.edu/faculty-search.

Adjunct Position – Northeastern Illinois University

The Department of Chemistry at Northeastern Illinois University (NEIU), a Hispanic-serving Institution in Chicago, IL, invites applications for adjunct faculty position beginning Fall 2021. A Masters in Science degree in chemistry or a closely related field is required, Ph.D. preferred. Broadly trained chemists who can contribute to a variety of courses in the curriculum, including Chemistry in Society and General Chemistry, are especially encouraged to apply. Candidates are expected to have a strong commitment to excellence in teaching in both face-to-face and online delivery.
Northeastern Illinois University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer and invites applications from Women, Minorities, Veterans, and Persons with Disabilities, as well as other qualified individuals. Applicants should send a cover letter that includes information about their teaching philosophy and interest in the position, a curriculum vita, and three references to: Kenneth T. Nicholson, Chair, Department of Chemistry, Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60625-4699. Electronic applications may be sent to k-nicholson@neiu.edu

Postdoctoral position (nanomedicine) – University of Southern California

Postdoctoral Fellows

The Chung lab welcomes applications from exceptional postdoctoral candidates interested in pursuing translational research in the following areas:

- Nanomedicine
- Biomaterials
- Drug Delivery

Applicants should have a PhD in Biomedical Engineering, Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, or related areas. The position requires a highly motivated and independent researcher with drug delivery background and cell culture know-how, animal experience, and the ability to work collaboratively with other team members and manage interactions with faculty and a broad range of senior and junior research collaborators. Candidates with relevant experience should email Professor Chung (eunchung@usc.edu). Please include the following information with your email application: Cover letter, CV, references, and research interests.

Apply here.
Assistant Professor – Organic Chemistry

Haverford College Department of Chemistry has initiated a search for a tenure-track Assistant Professor in the field of Organic Chemistry with a biological focus (broadly defined) with an appointment beginning Fall 2022. Details can be found here: https://apply.interfolio.com/90937

We seek applications from candidates committed to the inclusive training and instruction of diverse student populations and those who will enrich the diversity within our community.

The job requires someone who has the potential to thrive in teaching, research, and departmental DEI efforts. The support structures (facilities, financial, teaching load, sabbatical policies, etc) here at Haverford are excellent, and our faculty thrive as teacher-scholars. Our students are truly a joy to work with, and Chemistry is one of the most popular majors on campus. It is a really great community!

Carbon Neutral Program Manager in Los Altos, CA

The company

Northwestern University Department of Chemistry
At Toyota Research Institute (TRI), we’re working to build a future where everyone has the freedom to move, engage, and explore. Join us in our mission to improve the quality of human life through advances in artificial intelligence, automated driving, robotics, and materials science. We’re dedicated to building a world of “mobility for all” where everyone, regardless of age or ability, can live in harmony with technology to enjoy a better life.

The challenge

Achieving net-zero carbon emissions is one of the most important challenges facing our world. Vehicle electrification is an important pathway toward decarbonizing the transportation sector, but this strategy relies on creating a carbon-free electrical grid. Large-scale trucking is much more challenging to electrify than small cars. Steel production represents a large source of emissions which is difficult to abate. Faced with these challenges, how can Toyota get to net-zero? What comprehensive strategies will we need? How do we work across industries? What are the most impactful things we can do today? These are questions we need to continually answer over the coming decades.

The opportunity

We are looking for someone who can work across the critical areas of technology, economics, policy, and society in order to help evaluate and continuously evolve Toyota’s long-term carbon neutral strategy. You will

1) Build a team of external experts and set up programs that leverage their expertise.

2) Direct external research on CO2 mitigation that considers technology, economics, politics, and society.

3) Provide technical advice on potential startup investments related to energy and climate.

4) Build and maintain relationships across different divisions of the Toyota group within the US and Japan to help drive strategies that work in different parts of the world.

The team

We welcome you to create a new cross-functional effort that demonstrates existing strengths within TRI, primarily AMDD and MAC. The Accelerated Materials Design and Discovery (AMDD) group is accelerating the development of new materials for emissions-free mobility. The Machine Assisted Cognition (MAC) group is developing AI systems to augment (not replace) human decision-making, including decision-making around carbon-neutral strategies. In addition to working with materials science, behavioral science, and computer science professionals already within TRI, you will work to bring in the new collaborators from diverse fields needed to meet the challenge.

We'd love to hear from you if you:
Have a graduate degree in energy technology & policy (or related field), Ph.D. preferred.

Have a strong research background, including peer-reviewed publications.

Have effective written and verbal communication skills.

Have proven experience working on cross-disciplinary problems.

Have strong interpersonal skills and are good teammates.

Thrive in a culture that values diversity, collaboration, humility, and learning.

Apply here

Merck Virtual Recruiting at NU - Registration Required

Merck Pharmaceuticals will be conducting a virtual recruiting event on Friday, August 6th, beginning with an information session at 9:00 A.M. To register for the company presentation, please email Brendan Crowley at brendan_crowley@merck.com.

Organic Chemistry, Chemical Biology, and Analytical Chemistry graduate students and postdocs are invited to apply for one of the open positions. To apply, please send your resume and research summary to Brendan Crowley brendan_crowley@merck.com and Eric Phillips eric.phillips@merck.com no later than 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, July 27.
Teaching Professor Position
The Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology at Northeastern University has openings for a teaching professor and a visiting teaching professor.

The primary responsibility involves teaching up to five sections per year of general, organic, and/or physical chemistry and related courses for life or physical sciences or engineering students at the undergraduate level. Specific courses will depend on departmental need and on the candidate's area of specialty. Applications received by July 1 will receive full consideration for all positions.

More information:

Innovation and New Ventures Office (INVO)

Northwestern | INVO

Innovation and New Ventures
The Innovation and New Ventures Office (INVO) recently added a new page to their website to help connect the Northwestern community with job opportunities at Northwestern startups. These companies are translating and commercializing advanced technologies that were originally discovered in Northwestern labs. Positions listed include full-time, part-time and internships: https://www.invo.northwestern.edu/technologies/startups/index.html.
Current Opening:
Princeton Computer Science is seeking a Data Scientist to work with its world-renowned faculty and students to solve biomedical research questions using novel computational approaches. The data scientist will develop novel, scalable algorithms and machine learning techniques and apply these to large repositories of biomedical data. They will work with faculty, post-doctoral researchers, and graduate students in research projects across multiple biomedical applications, particularly in human genetics and disease.

As a Data Scientist you will work in a collaborative, multidisciplinary environment and actively contribute your skills to advance scientific discovery. You will have access to Princeton’s first-class resources, the opportunity to co-author academic publications, to offer short courses and workshops on data science, and to collaborate with the larger data science community. You will join a team of five Data Scientists working across multiple disciplines as part of the Schmidt DataX Project at Princeton, an initiative made possible by a major gift from Schmidt Futures.

Appointments are for 3-years and offer a very competitive salary and excellent opportunities for growth and career development. The Biomedical Data Science initiative is spearheaded by the Department of Computer Science, with strong connections to the Lewis-Sigler Institute for Integrative Genomics, Center for Statistics and Machine Learning, and other engineering departments.

Required Qualifications:
• Ph.D. required in computer science, mathematics, statistics, data/computational science, or related disciplinary field or equivalent combination of educational training and relevant experience.
• Strong coding/algorithm prototyping skills, and ability to explain and document work.
• Proficiency in one or more of the following: Python, R, C/C++, or Julia.
• Experience using data analysis, statistics, machine learning, and/or scientific computing to address basic research questions; or commensurate achievements

Questions? Contact Project Manager, Ellen DiPippo

Ready to Apply: Full job description and access to application on Princeton’s job posting system: https://www.princeton.edu/academic-positions/position/19701.